
thought of Archer, ‘He was your partner and you’re supposed to do something
about it.’

In Hammett’s world, nothing – especially relationships and loyalty – can be taken
at face value, and characters are never what they first appear to be. A frightened
woman turns out to be a conscienceless thief and liar; Archer’s widow is also
Spade’s lover; Wilmer the gunman, for all his big talk, is a coward and incompetent
at his job. Even the ‘Black Bird’ is a fake, prompting Cairo to whine, ‘No wonder
we had such an easy time stealing it.’ 

The Maltese Falcon’s narrative is fast-paced, with most of the dialogue spoken at
breakneck speed. Abridgements and omissions made to Hammett’s plot are often
papered over with brief explanatory telephone calls. The audience picks the clues
up, as Spade discovers them – a Hong Kong label in Brigid’s hat, for instance – but
the plot is still a maze of dead and loose ends. As Spade notes while he speeds from
one suspect to the next: ‘I’ve got to keep in some sort of touch with all the loose
ends of this dizzy affair, if I’m going to make heads or tails of it.’ 

Spade’s adversaries are the best aspects of The Maltese Falcon. Lorre’s perfor-
mance almost steals the film as sneaky Cairo, who decides to throw in his lot with
Gutman. Cairo’s verbal sparring with Spade makes for some memorable scenes.
The detective tells him at one point, ‘When you’re slapped you’ll take it and like
it.’ Later, Spade quickly lies his way out of a tight spot with Cairo, who notes, ‘You
always have a very smooth explanation ready’; ‘What do you want me to do?’ responds
Spade, ‘learn to stutter?’ Gutman is also a worthy adversary, his corpulent frame
dominating scenes, with Huston filming him seated, often from a low angle, smoking
a cigar. With his catchphrase (‘By Gad sir!’), he spins lines such as ‘I’m a man who
likes talking to a man who likes to talk’ and then surreptitiously slips Spade a
Mickey Finn. Gutman’s henchman Wilmer, whom he looks on as a son, is a jumpy,
trigger-happy hood – ‘Young wild-west’, according to Spade. When it becomes
apparent that Wilmer is to be the fall-guy to the police, Gutman reasons, ‘If you
lose a son, you can always get another – there’s only one Maltese Falcon.’

Much of the action in the film is clever, rather than violent, though the film has
its share of brutality. The violence comes quickly and unexpectedly – as with
Archer’s swift murder, when Wilmer kicks drugged Spade in the head, or more
humorously, the moment when demur Brigid goes for Cairo with a swinging kick
and Cairo shrieks. Later, La Paloma is set alight by Wilmer, on Gutman’s orders,
to literally smoke the falcon out. The captain is carrying the statue for Brigid and
has to make a run for it when the ship catches fire – hence his arrival at Spade’s
office. The final scene, set in Spade’s apartment and which takes 25 minutes of
screen time, wraps up the plot surprisingly well, leaving Spade alone, but morally
justified, in the fadeout.

After test-screening the film (under the trial title The Gent from Frisco), Jack
Warner insisted that a scrolling foreword be added after the shivering-lettered title
sequence, filling in the background story of the falcon – details that in the book are
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White is pushed to the Homicide department. As a reward from his superiors for
testifying against his colleagues over the ‘Bloody Christmas’ scandal, squeaky-clean
Exley is promoted to detective lieutenant. His first call-out is to the Nite Owl
coffee shop at 2 a.m. He discovers there has been a shotgun massacre; the proprietor
is dead behind the counter and the gent’s toilet is full of corpses – one of them is
Stensland. Captain Smith, the head of Homicide, is in charge of the case. They
arrest and interrogate three black youths who have a maroon Mercury coupé
matching one at the scene; later two detectives discover shotguns that match those
used in the massacre at the youths’ house. But something doesn’t quite add up and
Vincennes, White and Exley all pursue their own leads and begin to unravel the case.

Vincennes investigates a vice racket called ‘Fleur de Lis’, involving prostitutes
made up to look like famous film stars, and White becomes involved with one of
them, Lynn Bracken, who resembles pin-up Veronica Lake. Eventually, all roads
lead to Pierce Patchett, a rich LA resident with his fingers in several pies, including
the planned Santa Monica Freeway, heroin smuggling, vice and the ‘Fleur de Lis’
racket. Eventually it becomes obvious that the black youths have been set up. The
real culprit behind the Nite Owl slayings was Captain Smith. Smith and his
accomplices are trying to capitalise on Mickey Cohen going to jail by taking over
his rackets. Smith kills Vincennes, Patchett (in a faked suicide) and Sid Hudgens,
who knows too much. In a trap, White and Exley are ambushed by Smith and his
men at the Victory Motel, but the duo prevail and kill Smith. Exley is awarded a
medal for valour, White leaves town with his lover Bracken and Smith is afforded
a hero’s death, to cover up the LAPD’s incompetence. 

In interviews, the scriptwriters of L.A. Confidential said they wanted to keep
Ellroy’s main characters and set pieces – including ‘Bloody Christmas’, the Night
Owl massacre, the interrogation of the three black suspects and Bud’s relationship
with Lynn. But they also had to remove or alter many details. The book covers a
much longer timescale: the events in the prologue take place in 1950, the Nite Owl
massacre in 1953 and the dénouement in 1958. The most significant differences
between the novel and the film are that Exley’s father is alive at the beginning of the
book (he commits suicide later on), and it is Ed’s brother who was killed in the line
of duty on the force. Ex-cop and heroin dealer Buzz Meeks dies in the prologue
and Dudley Smith survives the book to fight another day. Only in the book does
Exley send Stensland to the gas chamber, Vincennes get married and Mickey
Cohen feature more prominently; in the book he is released from prison in 1957. 

David L. Wolper had already bought the rights to ‘L.A. Confidential’ and had
tried unsuccessfully to turn it into a miniseries for Network TV. To finance his film
adaptation, Hanson went to producer Arnon Milchan. Milchan, himself a
passionate movie fan, liked Hanson’s enthusiasm (he had previously bankrolled
Sergio Leone’s Once Upon a Time in America and Michael Mann’s Heat). Eventually
the film got off the ground, with Hanson signed to write and direct it at Warner
Bros, with Wolper and Milchan producing. 
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Anthony Quinn starred as McBride, who is accused of a murder he didn’t commit,
but following a subsequent car crash he conveniently loses his memory and his
fingerprints. In My Gun is Quick, Hammer (Robert Bray) solves a murder case and
busts a jewel heist. All three of these films are straightforward formula crime
movies, something that certainly can’t be said of Kiss Me Deadly.

Ralph Meeker was cast as the tough, bullying hero, Michael Hammer, PI.
Meeker (real name Ralph Rathgeber) had previously stepped into Brando’s shoes
on Broadway in A Streetcar Named Desire and had been in the 1953 stage version
of Picnic (later a movie with William Holden in the role). He began in films in 1951
and his best early roles were in westerns, often as a bullying character: the
conniving adventurer out for a slice of reward money in The Naked Spur (1953)
and the cocky Union officer whose double shooting bookends Run of the Arrow
(1957). Albert Dekker, as the briefly-seen-but-threatening Doctor Soberin, also
worked in theatre, but memorably appeared in a variety of movies, notably Doctor
Cyclops (1940 – as a doctor in the Peruvian jungle conducting miniaturisation
experiments on humans) and The Killers (as gang leader Jim Colefax in the 1946
version of Hemingway’s story). Paul Stewart, playing Carl Evello, appeared on

Kiss Me Deadly: sultry 1955
promotional shot of Ralph Meeker
as Mike Hammer and Maxine
Cooper as his secretary, Velda.
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leading a lunatic team of convicts in a crunching, no-holds-barred game of
American football against the guards. On a quieter note, in 1971 Cloris Leachman
won a Best Supporting Actress Oscar for Peter Bogdanovich’s The Last Picture
Show, while Kiss Me Deadly’s star Ralph Meeker never fulfilled the great promise
he showed in the mid-fifties, with a selection of mediocre roles.

Spillane went on to write several more Hammer books: ‘The Girl Hunters’
(1962), ‘The Snake’ (1964), ‘The Twisted Thing’ (1966), ‘The Body Lovers’ (1967),
‘Survival…Zero’ (1970), ‘The Killing Men’ (1989) and ‘Black Alley’ (1996), and
many other books besides. In the British film version of The Girl Hunters (1963),
directed by Roy Rowland, Spillane himself played Mike Hammer. The film recounted
Hammer’s search for his missing secretary, Velda (played by Shirley Eaton, pre-
Goldfinger). There were also two TV series devoted to Hammer’s exploits, both called
Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer. One ran from 1958–59, with Darren McGavin as
Hammer, and the other from 1984–85, with Stacey Keach as the hero and Lindsey
Bloom as Velda.

It is easy to see Hammer’s cynicism as the prototype for many modern crime
antiheroes. His hatred of the meandering law process, his complete disregard for
human rights and his womanising seem way ahead of their time, pre-empting
various traits in Bond, Flint, Bullit, Shaft, Dirty Harry and Popeye Doyle, among
many others, all of whom owe something to Spillane’s hard-nut creation. In Kiss
Me Deadly, Hammer drove a nail in the coffin of outmoded, meandering crime
thrillers and brought them bang up to date.
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(revealed in a clever tracking shot through the blinds by Huston), and as he leaves,
they pounce. Doc asks how long they have been outside and is told two or three
minutes – just the duration of the phonograph record. Doc’s weakness, like that of
all the other protagonists, leads to his undoing.

Horse-loving country boy Dix Handley is a nostalgic idealist; all he wants is
enough money to buy back his father’s 160-acre Hickory Wood farm. The city is
choking him; he dreams of escape and his first action would be to jump in the farm
creek and ‘get this city dirt off me’. Even safe-cracker Ciavelli notes: ‘If you want
fresh air, don’t look for it in this town.’ Handley wistfully recalls to Doll his
younger days spent riding, then his mood changes. He remembers his family’s fall
from grace: his father died, they lost the corn crops and their prize colt broke its
leg and had to be shot. ‘That was a rotten year,’ drawls Handley. He’s waiting for
his luck to turn, but of course it doesn’t: he’s a loser and he’s killed, like Emmerich
and Brannom, by the Asphalt Jungle. A cop says Handley’s ‘a hoolie…a man
without human feeling or human mercy’. The final shot of the film shows that
Handley has both of these, as well as dignity; as he collapses and dies in the field at
Hickory Wood farm, three colts gather around the fallen country boy. In The
Asphalt Jungle, by humanising the gang, and especially the thuggery of Handley,
Huston elicited sympathy for a seemingly dislikeable bunch.

Huston also deploys some keenly drawn background characters, trying to
survive in the noir city. Getaway driver Minissi stakes his friend Handley with money;
there are people you can rely on, but in Huston’s world, the richer and more
‘respectable’ they are, the more corrupt they seem to be. Safe-cracker Ciavelli is a
family man, who initially refuses to become involved in the plan, then looks at his
sleeping wife and child, and changes his mind. His accidental death is the true
tragedy of the film: a man forced to steal to provide for his family. When the cops
get a lead and try to arrest Ciavelli, they arrive just in time to see him laid out in
his coffin. 

In Huston’s cynical worldview, there is no honour among thieves and even the
cops are on the make. Bookie Cobby’s a coward, who is frightened by corrupt
Lieutenant Ditrich into betraying his associates. ‘They’ll call me a fink!’ pleads
Cobby, but he still squeals. Huston presents the cops very unsympathetically, with
Commissioner Hardy single-minded and soulless, and Ditrich an overweight,
intimidating bully. At a press conference, Hardy switches on four police radio channel
speakers, abuzz with activity; the overlapping racket demonstrates the police’s over-
stretched resources. ‘Listen,’ says the Commissioner, ‘they’re cries for help.’ Then
he turns the radio speakers off – that is what it would be like if there was no law
and order: ‘The battle’s finished, the jungle wins… the predatory beasts take over.’

The Asphalt Jungle was first released in the US, in May 1950, with the slogan
‘The City Under The City’. The trailer called Handley ‘A hooligan with a twisted
dream’, and Doll ‘The dime-a-dance dame who wanted to share that shabby
dream’. Monroe’s Angela was trailed as ‘The easy-living, green-eyed blonde’.
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the voice of Big Brother in the 1956 version of 1984. John Larch, as the Chief of
Police, had played investigating officer Sergeant McCallum in Play Misty for Me.
Reni Santoni was cast as the Hispanic Inspector Chico Gonzalez, though the actor
had already had small roles in some prestigious productions, including The
Pawnbroker (1965). Offering a different slant on his clean-cut image, Audie Murphy
was to have played the killer, but he was killed in a plane crash in 1971. Andy
Robinson was a theatre actor who was spotted by Siegel in the play Subject of Fits.
His role as the rooftop sniper was his screen debut; in the end titles he’s billed only
as ‘Killer’. Robinson is no relation to Edward G. Robinson, though the rumour
possibly originated from the publicity for this film. 

Dirty Harry began shooting in April 1971. The Golden Gate Bridge appears
several times, most memorably when, in the dim light of dawn, Harry watches as
Ann Mary Deacon’s naked body is recovered from a manhole. The neon stakeout
at Saint Peter and Paul’s Church is lit by a revolving JESUS SAVES sign. The
Kezar football stadium (previously the home of the San Francisco 49ers), the cross
in Mount Davidson Park and San Francisco City Hall also appear; San Francisco
Mayor Alioto allowed the crew to film Eastwood’s scenes with Vernon in his office.
Scorpio is on top of the Bank of America building in the opening shooting, with the
girl swimming in the rooftop pool of the Holiday Inn (which has since been dwarfed
by the vast Pyramid building adjacent). The setting for the final shootout, the quarry
of ‘Hutchinson Company Crushed Rock’, was shot at San Anselmo, Marin County.
The only outdoor scene not shot on location was the foiled robbery of the United
Bank of San Francisco, filmed at Universal Studios on a mocked-up street. 

When Siegel was ill for a few days, Eastwood filmed the scenes depicting an
attempted suicide and a brief encounter in the park between Callahan and the
homosexual ‘Alice’. The stunts were the responsibility of Wayne ‘Buddy’ Van Horne.
A double for Scorpio performed the final plunge into the reservoir. Eastwood did
his own jump from the Southern Pacific railroad trestle bridge onto the roof of the
bus driving down Sir Francis Drake Boulevard and also went up in the fireman’s
lift for a night-time scene. Stuntman Ernest Robinson played the bank robbers’
getaway driver; his car is fired into the air by a stunt cannon, activated when his
vehicle hits a fire hydrant. 

Eastwood’s performance as Callahan (call name ‘Inspector 71’) is one of his best,
striking the balance between taciturn sarcasm, and genuine anger and frustration.
Since the death of his wife, killed in a car crash by a drunk driver, Callahan is an
empty soul. His job fills the emotional void and has become his obsession. As 
he dispatches each punk with his Magnum he’s thinking about the drunk who
‘crossed the white line’. When he rendezvouses with Scorpio in Mount Davidson
Park, he vengefully jams a switchblade into the criminal’s thigh. Callahan carries
out his job with relish; he gets ‘Every dirty job that comes along’, but more than
anything else, ‘Dirty Harry’ earned his name because he has to play dirty to 
stay alive.
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